February Newsletter
By Halina Dales
Your Library



What is the lending period for library items?
Library books, magazines and CDs may be borrowed till the next guild meeting. Typically a
month. The one month borrowing is especially important for new additions (books numbered
400 and above) since these items are in high demand. If you won’t be at the next guild
meeting; please find a friend that can return your borrowed items.



What is the new magazine borrowing process?
The process for signing out magazines has changed. Magazines that need to be signed out
have ‘please sign out’ on the front cover. Inside the magazine is a pocket envelope (just like
the library books) with a library sign out card. Sign and date the card and leave with the
library staff.
There are other magazines available that you are welcome to borrow and return at the next
meeting. These magazines DO NOT have ‘Please Sign Out’ on the front cover.

How do I suggest books or themes for the library?
Please tell one of the library staff at a guild meeting. Or email halina@dales.ca
The library has added 9 books. 6 are purchased and 3 are donated.


The Amy Butler Bag book and the Appliqué techniques book were requested by members. The
remaining 4 new books continue the ‘modern quilting’ theme.
Two of the donated books are on making blocks with 3-D flowers. And the third donated book
has fun flannel projects with an outdoors theme. Donations help ensure that we have a robust
library!
Enjoy!!
#468 Modern Baby: Easy, Fresh, and
Fun Quilt Designs

#469 Pixel Play: 15 Quilt Projects for Kids,
Family & Home

by That Patchwork Place

By Emily Cier

In this amazingly diverse collection, a bevy
of talented quilting bloggers present
appealing baby-quilt designs for sewists
and quilters of all skill levels.

Take painting by numbers to a whole new
level. Pixel Play simplifies designs into color
blocks; the end result appears as if you are
zooming into a photograph with a magnifying
glass. Emily has created fish, flowers, butterflies,
and even an aerial view of the town center. These
fun quilt designs are made by easy piecing, and
will look great on the wall, bed, or crib.

Showcase bright, bold solids and modern
fabrics--perfect for stimulating Baby's
senses. Choose from 14 small quilts that
can be easily completed in time for the
baby shower. Rely on clear instructions
and illustrations for each inviting design
#470 Quilting with Fat Quarters:
17 New Patterns from the Staff at
That Patchwork Place
by That Patchwork Place
Inspired by fat quarters--those irresistible
little bundles of color--the quilting experts
at That Patchwork Place have created 17
enticing new quilt patterns. Showcase
everything from batiks to Japanese taupes,
reproduction prints, and modern prints
and solids. Count on expert instructions
and clear, step-by-step illustrations.

#471 Solids, Stripes, Circles, and Squares:
16 Modern Patchwork Quilt Patterns
by Pippa Eccles Armbrester
Pippa Eccles Armbrester is a creative designer
whose vibrant patterns make outstanding use of
bold colors and simple shapes. You'll love her
relaxed approach as she balances technique with
improvisation--with color-saturated, eye-popping
results!
Enjoy 16 innovative designs featuring bright solid
fabrics stitched into bold geometric motifs. Use
appliqué and other techniques to create practical
items from bed quilts to pillows, place mats, and

#472 Amy butler's style stitches
12 easy ways to 26 wonderful bags
by Amy Butler
Celebrated designer Amy Butler's most
coveted products are her handbag sewing
patterns. In Style Stitches , Butler presents
an array of new bag designs for her fans.
The book offers 12 basic patterns with
enough variations to achieve 26 unique
looks. Ranging from chic clutches and
delicate wristlets to pretty hobo bags and
handy coin purses, with instructions for
altering dimensions, straps, and
embellishments to get the desired look,
each project incorporates Butler's fresh,
modern style and attention to detail.
#474 Into the Garden:
Realistic Three Dimensional Flowers
- Faster By the Strip
by Cindy Zlotnik Oravecz
This book will show you how to create
flower-based album quilts in the same fine
tradition of expert needle skill with
imaginative use of high quality fabric and
fibers. But rather than stylized flowers,
you'll make 3-dimensional flowers that are
so realistic and beautiful they stand apart.
These techniques are different also
because the make creating an Album Quilt
faster. The patterns in this book are
designed to save time. They will never be
rotary cut, but they can be done with
significant time savings, making the
process more pleasurable.
#476 Four Seasons in Flannel: 23
Projects: Quilts and More
by Jean Wells, Lawry Thorn
Celebrate the seasons with cosy flannel
quilts and more! Jean Wells and Lawry
Thorn combine outdoor designs and
decorative embroidery with flannel and
wool felt fabrics. 23 projects in flannel and
wool felt include quilts, pillows, a tote bag,
table toppers, stockings, and more;
Designs feature mountain and nature
themes created with easy patchwork and
muslin foundation piecing, buttonhole
stitch appliqué, and embroidered accents;

table runners. Make quick projects that are ideal
for gifts and for using up your scraps.
#473 Appliqué Techniques Made Easy
by Annie's
Gathering a variety of appliqué techniques, this
guide features 10 projects that readers of all skill
levels will be able to use to create singular and
beautiful quilts.
Crafters can experiment with different methods
and choose those that suit their personal style the
best. Techniques include hand appliqué, fusible
appliqué, and 3-D appliqué, among others.

#475 The Enchanted Garden: Miniature 3-d
Flowers From Fabric & Ribbon
by Cindy Zlotnik Oravecz
This is a collection of dimensional flowers
containing patterns for nine 6-inch square quilt
blocks. The instruction includes variations to
choose from, so your work can be one-of-a-kind.
All the flowers can be made from fabric or ribbon.
The dimensional flowers can be interchanged on
the quilt blocks.

